
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a product leader. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for product leader

Developing and distributing quality project-related documentation to all
stakeholders, including MAC template, project plan and schedule, project
charter, meeting minutes and posting launch evaluation reports
Ensuring video aesthetic is consistent in both UK and US studios
Play an active role in recruitment for the team, arranging technical tests for
potential candidates and providing training and support to new recruits
Lead the review and probation review process for the UK team members to
identify areas of improvement and growth, with support from the Video
Manager
Provide guidance, advice and training on set and in post-production for
members of the Video team
Pro-active, able to show initiative and suggest ideas to constantly improve
the workflow and output of the Video team, the wider business
Manage competitor research testing alternative imagery, ensure that correct
procedure is followed, relevant stakeholders are consulted, kit is available
and test is productive
Carry out ad hoc duties when required
Collaborate closely with product, commercial and customer excellence teams
to build and execute compelling content and winning go-to-market strategies
Define product category and assess market, customer opportunity value and
content needs
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Excellent technical proficiency
Good understanding of video technology standards including HD/SD, 4K
capture/media formats, aspect ratios
Proven experience of Final Cut Pro 7 & FCPX and Premier
Understanding of video compression and optimisation for web video
Ability to work through the entire capture, edit and publish lifecycle of web
production
Ability to work well under pressure & solution orientated


